Abstract-This paper presents a robust transmission strategy for wavelet based scalable bit stream over packet erasure channel. By taking the advantage of the bit plane coding and the multiple description coding, the proposed strategy adopts layered multiple description coding (LMDC) for the embedded wavelet coders to improve the error resistant capability of the important bit planes in the meaning of D(R) function. Then, the post-compression ratedistortion (PCRD) optimization process is used to improve the overall performance. At decoding, a simple error concealment technique is used to compensate the data loss. The proposed method is applied on Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) coded image and the experimental results show graceful degradation for variable packet erasure rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to its competitive rate-distortion performance and progressive attribute, scalable image coding has become popular in multimedia communication. As one of the most famous scalable image coding algorithms, Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Tree (SPIHT) coding [1] provides a means to represent images in a successively refinable manner. The SPIHT coding generates a totally scalable bit stream of which any prefix can be used to reconstruct the image. However, one bit error may cause the loss of synchronization between encoder and decoder, which lead to error propagation and decoding failure.
There are two main techniques for protecting the scalable bit stream against channel error: 1) Error Resilient and Concealment technique; 2) Forward Error control Coding (FEC). Rogers et al. [2] proposed a Packetizable Zerotree Wavelet (PZW) scheme for SPIHT against packet loss. The scheme proposed in [3] optimized PWZ method. Sherwood and Zeger [4] first proposed a FEC scheme with a rate-compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) code to protect progressive data against bit error channel. Mohr et al. [5] presented the Unequal Erasure Protection (UEP) framework to combat packet erasure. Sorina [6] presented a novel scheme termed Multistream Unequal Erasure Protection (M-UEP). The method ensured all received source symbols were decoded using permuted systematic Reed-Solomon code. More details about the protection scheme for scalable bit stream can be found in [7] . Generally speaking, FEC scheme achieves better performance than error resilient techniques for fixed channels. However, for varying channels, error resilient techniques exhibit graceful degradation.
As one of the typical error resilient techniques using data partition, the PZW method groups the wavelet coefficients into different sections and codes every section into fixed-size independent decodable packet. In this way, a single packet loss can be isolated. However, due to the data partition and the bit padding and truncation for fixed-size packetization, the performance of PZW scheme has performance loss when there is no channel noise. A variable-size packetization method combined with multiple description coding (MDC) and data partition was proposed in [8] . However, the redundancy allocation method of this method is not accurate in implementing MDC and can't vary as the channel conditions. Some other error resilient techniques were proposed in [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . FEC based schemes such as UEP and M-UEP show excellent performance for fixed channel conditions. However, performance of these schemes drops rapidly when the channel conditions deviate from the design condition. Furthermore, UEP and M-UEP schemes need lot side information to specify the packetization to the decoder. And a secure channel is needed to transmit this side information.
In this paper, we present a novel error resilient technique with variable-size packetization. The scheme adopts a method termed as layered multiple description coding (LMDC) to protect important data against packet loss. We incorporate MDC into the data partition to form a new error resilience framework for SPIHT algorithm. By differentiating importance through different bit planes, redundancy is allocated flexibly in the data partition process according to different channel conditions. Then, post compression rate distortion (PCRD) optimization process is adopted to optimize truncation points of different data sections. The PCRD process can alleviate performance loss due to data partition. At decoding error concealment is adopted to ensure performance in adverse channel conditions. Although, only the variable-size packetization is considered, the proposed scheme can be easily modified to fixed-size packetization as in [14] [15] . Experimental results show that the performance of the proposed method is superior to the method proposed in [8] . For the images Baboon and Lena, the performance improvements are 0.35dB and 8 dB, respectively. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2.1 and 2.2, we first review the SPIHT algorithm and the error resilient scheme, whereas in Section 2.3-2.5, we detail the proposed LMDC scheme, formulate the function of the LMDC and describes the PCRD process. Section 3 describes the reconstruction procedure of the lost data. The experimental results are shown in the section 4. And the conclusion is drawn in the last section.
II. LMDC SCHEME
A. SPIHT Coding
As one of the most efficient image compression algorithms, SPIHT coding employs wavelet transform and bitplane coding to code an image into a totally scalable bit stream. Wavelet transform is adopted to generate a pyramid structure which concentrates most of an image's energy into the highest level of the pyramid. Then the coefficients in wavelet domain are classified into different trees according to the spatial orientation tree structure. Fig. 1 (a) and (b) show two kinds of spatial orientation tree structure with three levels wavelet decomposition.
At last, all trees are interleaved to be quantized by bitplane coding through two passes: sorting pass and refinement pass, where compression is mainly realized in the sorting pass by exploiting the spatial self-similarity in the spatial orientation tree. Through maintaining three ordered lists, SPIHT algorithm represents the coefficients in a progressive manner by ordering and encoding the higher bit levels first without transmitting the sorting information apparently. It uses the basic principle that if the execution path of any algorithm is defined by the results on its branching points, and the encoder and decoder have the same sorting algorithm, then the decoder can recover the ordering information with the same execution path.
B. The Error Resilient Modification to SPIHT
The fatal disadvantage of SPIHT is that it does not consider the error resilience. One bit error may cause loss of synchronization between the encoder and decoder and result in the total collapse of the reconstructed image. Data partition is an effective method to isolate the error and prevent the total collapse. Several data partition methods have been proposed in literature [2] , [3] , [14] and [15] .
Shih-Hsuan, et al. [8] proposed a simple and robust scheme for SPIHT with variable-size packetization against packet loss, which incorporated data partition and multiple descriptions coding into the SPIHT encoding pass. After wavelet transformation, most of an image's energy is condensed into the lowest frequency sub-band. More than 95% energy resides in this sub-band for typical images. For example, with 5-level wavelet decomposition for gray-scale images, about 95.68% energy resides in the lowest sub-band for Baboon, and 96.54% for Lena. The main idea behind this scheme was encoding the different spatial orientation trees independently and reencoding the lowest frequency sub-band coefficients of one spatial orientation tree into other two spatial orientation trees in different orientation. The scheme in [8] is depicted in Fig.2 .
C. Layered MDC
Although, the scheme proposed in [8] is very simple more robust than the existing data partition methods, measuring importance only according to the level of wavelet transform and magnitude is not very accurate. Fig.3 depicts a binary list of magnitude-ordered coefficients. As shown in this figure, the first coefficient is larger than the fourth coefficient in magnitude. If bit plane coding is used to code these coefficients, the third bit plane of the fourth coefficient is processed before the fourth bit plane of first coefficient. In other words, the third bit plane of the fourth coefficient is more important than the fourth bit plane of first coefficient. To comparison, we code all bit planes of the lowest frequency coefficients and calculate the bit rate and PSNR first. Then, we code the first several bit planes of all coefficients at the same bit rate, and compare the PSNR value. As shown in Table. 1, the larger PSNR values can be obtained by coding the high bit planes first. As shown in Table. 2, only a few bits need to code the first several bit planes, but the contribution to PSNR (or reduction of MSE) by correctly receiving and decoding of these bits is considerably large. For Lena coded at 0.25 bit/pixel, the coded bits for the first 5 bit planes occupy only 7.3% of the total number of bits, but generate a increment 23.55 dB in PSNR. While the remaining bits occupy 92.7% in quantity, they only lead to a increment of 9.07 dB in PSNR. Hence, allocating more redundancy to the first several bit planes is reasonable.
By analyzing these experimental results, implementing MDC through re-encoding different bits planes is more reasonable than different wavelet level. We first classify the coefficients in wavelet domain according to the spatial orientation tree structure and coding every spatial orientation tree independently. Different from [8] , we implement MDC by re-encoding the first several bit planes of spatial orientation tree when encoding other spatial orientation trees. Data partition of the LMDC is the same as [2] and [8] shown in Fig.1 (a) . MDC structure of the proposed scheme is depicted in Fig.4 . In this paper, we consider 5-level wavelet decomposition for and grayscale images, and take two typical test images Lena Baboon as example. Because the PSNR increment by coding the bit planes below the seventh is very limited compared to the other bit planes as depicted in Table. 2, we only consider the bit planes before the seventh in implementing MDC.
As shown in Fig.2 (b) , the coefficients are partitioned into four portions according to different orientation: dc coefficients, horizontal coefficients, vertical coefficients and diagonal coefficients. Every portion is consistent of many spatial trees expect for dc-coefficients which include isolated nodes. With 5-level wavelet transform for gray-scale images, there are 256 trees (including isolated nodes), with every 64 trees (or isolated nodes) in one portion. When encoding one tree (or isolated node) in one type, we can re-encode any one or more other trees. For simplification and the error concealment in the decoder, we only consider re-encoding one tree in the corresponding position of the different orientations. So, one tree can be repeated three times at most. Due to the number of bits to code bit planes below the seventh is very large and the corresponding contributions to PSNR are very small, we restrict the maximum repeated bit plane to the seventh. There are only 21 kinds of encode modes. The next section aims to find the best code mode among these modes.
The side information of the proposed method is almost the same as [8] . With 5-level wavelet decomposition for gray-scale images, 8 bits for every tree are needed to inform which tree the packet belongs to and only 5 bits are needed to specify the coding mode among the 21 modes. 
D. Problem Formulation
The MSE and PSNR are used as performance criterion of the scheme. The MSE of the overall scheme is depicted in Eq. 1. Let denote the distortion when no packet is received correctly.
is the distortion reduction when the packet is received correctly and is the probability of that.
is the distortion reduction when the tree is not received correctly, but reconstructed from other correctly received trees and denotes the probability.
is the distortion reduction when the packet is reconstructed through error concealment and is the corresponding probability.
(1)
The distortion and can be approximate as: with and denoting the original coefficients and the quantized representation in wavelet domain, and with denoting the energy gain. and can be actually calculated in the coding process or estimated as in [16] and [17] .
The aim is to minimize in the Eq. 1. Because the third term in the summation of Eq. 1 is very difficult to estimated, we only consider the optimum of first two terms. The independent packet loss channel model is used in this paper. Because there are only 21 kinds of encoding modes, we can find the best encoding mode by exhaustive search. Due to the restrictions mentioned above, the solution found by exhaustive search is suboptimal.
E. PCRD Optimization Process
After LMDC process, the coefficients in wavelet domain are coded into independent scalable bit streams. Every bit stream can be truncated at any position, and different truncating manners induce different performance. In order to optimize the overall performance of the system, the truncation point of every bit stream must be selected properly. The PCRD optimization method used in EBCOT [18] can be adopted to select the optimal truncation point for every bit stream under the total bit budget constraint. This method is used in SVC bit stream extraction [19] . We briefly describe the method in this paper. Let denotes the truncation point of the stream. The aim is to find for every stream to minimize the total distortion under the maximum bit budget .
This constraint problem can be converted into unconstraint problem using Lagrange multiplier method. The Lagrange function can be constructed by:
For different values of , we can select the truncation point to minimize the . If the truncation points minimize for a value and yield , these truncation points are the optimal solution to the constraint problem. Noting that distortion and truncation point in (3) are independent for every bit stream, so the solution to (3) can be identified by minimize the subLagrange function: Figure 4 . the Proposed Layered MDC Scheme (4) Let denote all available truncation points for stream . denotes the distortion-rate slope of every truncation point in . The available truncation points can be found by the conventional convex hull analysis. To minimize (4) we only need to find the point with the smallest distortion-rate slope and .
III. RECONSTRUCTION OF LOSS
Although the important data of one data section is reencoded in other data sections, the data section and it's duplications may be totally lost in adverse channel condition. We adopt interpolation technique to conceal the lost data.
The aim of wavelet transform is to remove the correlation between the pixel values, but the nontrivial dependence between coefficients in wavelet domain still can be exploited to reconstruct the lost coefficients [8] , [13] . Obviously, after wavelet transformation, most of an image's energy is condensed into the lowest frequency sub-band. The coefficients lost in this sub-band have much more influence than the other sub-band's on the reconstruction image. Hence, we only consider the reconstructions of the lost coefficients in this sub-band. As the coefficients in other sub-band have very small magnitudes and less correlation between coefficients, the reconstruction of these coefficients is relatively complex and the gain is very limited. The lost coefficients in the high level sub-bands are set to zero in this paper.
As the coefficients in the lowest sub-band are more correlated, estimation of those lost coefficients can be estimated by average the available neighboring coefficients. Le denote the lost coefficient at position , and denotes the horizontal and vertical coordinate. The value of the lost coefficient can be predicted by (5) . Experimental results show that this simple method exhibits little performance loss compare to the other complex interpolation techniques. (5) For further improving performance and comparison, a more complex spatial domain error concealment technique is also adopted, which using intra-band correlation based on linear least-square error (LLSE) estimation [8] , [20] , [21] .
The lost coefficients can be estimated according to four scanning orders as:
The weighted coefficients are the solution to the Yule-Walker equation, as shown in (7) and (8) . (7) (8) and are the correlation matrixes. Details about getting and can be found in [8] .
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Two standard test gray-scale images (Lena and Baboon) were used in this paper. In both case, 5-level wavelet transform were performed adopting the Daubechies 9/7 filter. In this case, 256 independent primary streams were produced, with 64 streams corresponding to isolated nodes in the lowest sub-band and the remaining 192 streams representing spatial orientation trees.
The performance of the proposed scheme was first compared versus the fixed-size packetization schemes in [3] , [14] , and the variable-size packetization in [8] , with the target bit rate of 0.2 bpp for the SPIHT bitstream. Table. 3 shows the results. The average number of lost bits comparison to [3] and [8] for Lena is shown in Table. 4. From Table.3 and Table. 4, it can be seen that the performance of our method is far exceed the other system with approximate equal average number of lost bits.
We compared performance of the proposed method to [8] in different bit rates and packet loss rates for Lena and Baboon. Four scenarios are considered. Scenario 1 corresponds to the best scenario in [8] . The other three scenarios are: 2, our method without error concealment; 3, our method with 4-neighbor average estimation for lost coefficients; 4, our method with LLME estimation. Fig.5 and Fig.6 show the performance comparison under various packet loss rates from 0% to 25% when coded at 0.25 and 1 bpp respectively for Lena and Baboon. The results are obtained by averaging 1000 experiments with random packet loss model. As shown in these two tables, the PSNR performance of our method for Baboon without using any error concealment technique is almost the same as the best scenario in [8] .
And with simple 4-neighbor average and LLSE estimation of lost coefficients, our method outperforms Table. 4, Fig.1 and Fig.2 , our method has a little improvement in PSNR performance than SPIHT algorithm when there is no packet loss rate, even though including the side information bits by data partition.
That's due to PCRD method is adopted to optimize the overall system performance. To highlight the gain of PCRD, the images were coded by data partition with and without using PCRD process, and compared to each other. As shown in Table. 5, by truncating every tree in different point, the overall performance can be improved. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a novel error resilient scheme for wavelet-based image coding in this paper. The proposed scheme termed as LMDC combines MDC into data partition. By coding different coefficients into independent sections and re-encoding important bit planes in different data sections, the scheme can allocate redundancy flexibly according to channel conditions. PCRD process is adopted to optimize the overall system performance by truncating different data sections in an optimized manner. At decoding, error concealment is adopt to compensate the data loss when one section and all the duplicated data in other sections are lost due to poor channel conditions. Simulation results show that the proposed method achieves good performance for fixed channel conditions and shows graceful degradation for varying channel conditions. By adequately grouping spatial orientation trees into fixed-size packets, the proposed scheme can be combined with the-state-of-theart UEP method in [6] 
